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ABSTRACT
Binary hashing is an established approach for fast, approximate image search. It maps a query image to a binary vector so that Hamming distances approximate image similarities. Applying the hash
function can be made fast by using a circulant matrix and the fast
Fourier transform, but this circulant hash function must be learned
optimally from training data. We show that a previously proposed
learning algorithm based on optimization in the frequency domain
is suboptimal. We show the problem can be solved exactly and efficiently by casting it as a convex maximum margin classification
problem on a modified dataset. We confirm experimentally that this
allows us to learn hash functions consisting of one or more circulant
filters that provide better retrieval performance for the same query
runtime as a linear hash function.
Index Terms— image retrieval, binary hashing
1. INTRODUCTION
As the dataset of images continues to grow, searching for similar
images becomes a more challenging problem. Binary hashing is a
fast and efficient way to solve the similarity search problems approximately [1]. The main idea is to learn a hash function that maps
high-dimensional images into binary codes and search for the similar images in the binary space. If we represent each image by L-bits
binary codes, then we only need L bits of memory to store each image. This makes it possible to store large datasets with millions of
images in the main memory of a single machine. To search for a
query, one can create a hash table, indexed by the binary codes of
the training images. Given the binary code of the query, the images
inside a small Hamming distance of the query can be returned using
the hash table in O(1) [1].
The main goal in binary hashing is to learn a good hash function
that can preserve the similarity between the points after mapping
them to the binary space. To achieve this, different objective functions and optimization methods have been proposed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
usually based on hash functions of the form h(x) = sgn (Wx) ∈
{−1, +1}L , where x ∈ RD is a D-dimensional feature vector representing the image. The time needed to generate a binary vector
for a query image is O(LD). As we increase the number of bits L,
we can preserve the similarity better and hence improve the retrieval
quality, but we need more time to generate the binary codes.
A recent method, circulant binary embedding (CBE) [8], proposed to learn a hash function with a single circulant weight matrix,
which gives better time and space complexity. As we show in section 2, using circulant weight matrices we need O(D log D) to compute the binary codes and need O(D) to store the weight matrix. In
[8], a classification subproblem is solved by doing optimization in
the frequency domain. This has two important disadvantages: (1)
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it relaxes the classification problem into a regression problem (ignoring the sign function) and (2) when L < D (which is the case of
interest) the optimization algorithm finds a suboptimal matrix, which
works worse in practice, as we will show later in our experiments.
In this paper, we provide an algorithm that does learn the hash
function’s circulant matrix optimally even for L < D bits. In section 3, we formulate the problem as a convex maximum margin classification problem, which can be solved exactly by training a single support vector machine on a suitably modified training set. In
section 4 we show experimentally that this results in better classification accuracy and generalization, and better retrieval results in
binary hashing.
1.1. Related work
Binary hashing can be divided into two groups of unsupervised hashing and supervised hashing, based on how we define the similarity
between the points. In supervised hashing, two points are considered
similar if they are semantically similar (for example, if they have the
same label) [9, 10, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12]. In unsupervised hashing, two
points are considered similar if they are close to each other in the
high-dimensional space (for example, if the Euclidean distance between them is smaller than a threshold) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 8, 6]. In
this paper, we focus on unsupervised hashing.
Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [13] considers thresholded random projections as the hash functions. LSH is an example of dataindependent methods. Data-dependent methods try to learn the hash
functions by optimizing an objective function that is defined based
on the similarity of the training points [14, 15, 16, 17, 8, 6]. Most
papers focus on introducing better objective functions, better optimization methods, or more complicated hash functions to improve
the retrieval results. Usually, the space and time complexity of the
hash function at test time (i.e., to generate the codes for a given input
image) is at least O(LD), where L is the number of bits and D the
dimension of the original points. As L increases, they become less
useful.
To overcome this problem,[17] proposed to use a bilinear projection based coding to generate the binary codes. In the case of using
L = D bits, the time and space complexity of the method are O(D)
and O(D1.5 ), respectively. A more recent approach [8] proposed to
use a circulant weight matrix as the hash function and optimize the
objective in the frequency domain. Using the fast Fourier transform
to generate the binary codes, the computational complexity of this
method to generate the codes is O(D log D).
2. HASHING WITH A CIRCULANT WEIGHT MATRIX
We quickly review circulant matrices and explain their usefulness in
binary hashing. A D-dimensional vector w = (w0 , w1 , · · · , wD−1 )
is the basis for the D × D circulant matrix W, which can also be

regarded as a filter operating on the input image:
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So the matrix W has only D (instead of D2 ) free parameters and
we only need O(D) to store it. Consider the hash function h(x) =
sgn (Wx) where W is circulant. We show here that h(x) can be
computed in O(D log D) instead of D2 . Consider F(·) as the discrete Fourier transform, and F −1 (·) as the inverse discrete Fourier
transform. Since W is circulant, the output of the hash function can
be computed as [18]:

h(x) = sgn (Wx) = sgn F −1 (F(x) ◦ F(w))
(2)

where F(x)◦F(w) is the elementwise product of two vectors. Computing the sign and elementwise product takes O(D) and computing
the discrete Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform (using the fast Fourier transform) takes O(D log D). So the total time
needed to generate the code for one input is O(D log D).
If the hash function needs to generate L < D bits, we only need
the first L rows of circ (w), which we denote as circ (w)L . If we
use the discrete Fourier transform, we first need to generate the Dbits codes and then use L of them, so the complexity remains O(D)
space and O(D log D) time. This is faster than directly computing
Wx unless L is very small.
In this paper, we also propose to use multiple circulant matrices (filters) to construct the hash function, unlike CBE, which uses
a single filter. Using f filters, we divide the L classification problems into f independent problems, each of them defined over L/f
bits, and solve each of them independently using one circulant matrix. Using f filters, the number of free parameters increases from
D to f D. This leads to better hashing results, but also increases the
complexity to O(f D) space and O(f D log D) time.
3. CIRCULANT SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Assume we have N training points X = (x1 , . . . , xN ) ∈ RD×N in
D-dimensional space. The goal is to learn a hash function h: RD →
{−1, +1}L that maps D-dimensional points into the L-dimensional
binary codes. We define h(x) = sgn (Wx + b), where W ∈
RL×D is the weight matrix and b ∈ RL is the bias. So learning
the hash function corresponds to learning W and b.
We first show how learning the hash functions appears with the
form of a classification problem in several hashing methods. Then,
we describe our method to learn the optimal circulant weight matrix.
3.1. Learning the hash function by learning classifiers
In many hashing papers, learning the L-bits hash function involves
solving L independent classification problems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], possibly iteratively. The main idea is to define N L-dimensional binary
variables Z = (z1 , . . . , zN ) ∈ {−1, +1}L×N , and define the objective over the binary codes Z instead of the hash function h. After
optimizing the objective over the codes Z, we need to learn the hash
function given the codes. In [2, 3, 4], the hash function is learned
a posteriori, as a final step. In [5, 6, 7], the algorithm iterates over
learning codes and hash functions, which achieves better optima.
To learn the hash function given the codes, we need to solve the
following problem:
min

W,b
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(sgn wlT xn + bl − zln )2

(3)


where wlT is the lth row of W, sgn wlT xn + bl gives the lth bit
of the hash function, and zln ∈ {−1, +1} is the lth bit of the nth
training point. Since the rows of W are independent from each other,
this problem can be solved by training L independent classifiers. For
the lth problem, the (input,label) pairs is determined by (X,Zl· ).
3.2. Using a circulant SVM classifier as the hash function
We explain our proposed method in this section. We assume that we
have the binary codes Z ∈ {−1, +1}L×N and we try to learn the
circulant matrix W = circ (w)L and the bias b that minimize the
classification error of eq. (3). Since the weight matrix is circulant,
the L classification problems are not independent: they all share the
same weight values, but in different orders as shown in eq. (1).
To minimize the classification error, we consider the maximum
margin formulation of support vector machines (SVMs). Consider
wlT as the lth row of the matrix W. The lth classification problem
has the following form:
(
N
X
zln (wlT xn + bl ) ≥ 1 − ξln
1
2
min kwl k + C
ξln s.t.
wl 2
ξln ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N
n=1
where zln and ξln are the label and the slack variable of the nth
point in the lth classification problem, wl is the weight vector of the
lth classifier and bl is its bias. From eq. (1), each row of W is a
permutation of the vector w (first column of W). For this reason,
we can write row l of W as wlT = wT Pl , where Pl ∈ RD×D is
a permutation matrix. Based on this formulation, we can rewrite the
SVM formulation of the lth classification problem as:
(
N
X
zln (wT Pl xn + bl ) ≥ 1 − ξln
1
T
2
min kw Pl k +C
ξln s.t.
w 2
ξln ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N.
n=1
Since PTl Pl = I, kwT Pl k2 = kwk2 , so all L classification problems have the same margin term. Let us define tln = Pl xn ∈ RD .
Since Pl is a permutation matrix, Pl xn does not change the values
of xn , it only changes the order of the features. So tln has the same
dimension and values as xn , but permuted based on the Pl matrix.
Using the newly introduced vectors tln , we can write all L classification problems in one formula as follows:

T

L X
N
zln (w tln + bl ) ≥ 1 − ξln ,
X
L
2
ξln s.t. ξln ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N,
(4)
min kwk + C
w 2

l = 1, · · · , L.
l=1 n=1

This looks very similar to the SVM problem, where w ∈ RD is the
weight vector that we try to learn and we have N L input points tln
with labels zln . The only difference is the bias of SVMs: in this formulation we have to learn L different biases while in the traditional
SVM only one bias exists. We augment the weight vector w with the
bias vector b and write it as w = [w; b] ∈ RD+L . We also augment
each of the inputs tln by el and write it as yln = [tln ; el ] ∈ RD+L ,
where el ∈ RL has 1 in the lth element and zeros everywhere else.
Now we can rewrite eq. (4) as :

T

L X
N
zln ([w; b] yln ) ≥ 1 − ξln ,
X
2C
2
min kwk +
ξln s.t. ξln ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N,
(5)
w,b

L
l = 1, · · · , L.
l=1 n=1
This is now an SVM problem, with N L inputs yln and labels
zln . To see the equivalence between eq. (4) and eq. (5), note that
[w; b]T yln = wT tln + bl . The only difference between eq. (5) and

3.3. Time and space complexity
In the circulant case, using f filters, we need to store f circulant
matrices, which gives a space complexity of O(f D), no matter how
many bits we use. In the linear case, the space complexity is O(DL)
to store a full D × L matrix, for L bits.
In the linear case (full matrix), the time complexity of generating the binary code of length L is c1 LD, where c1 is a constant. For circulant matrices, considering the general case of f
filters, we have to compute the Fourier transform of x (which takes
c2 D log D), Fourier transform of the f filters (takes c2 f D log D),
compute f elementwise products (takes c3 f D) and f inverse
Fourier transform (takes c2 f D log D). This gives a total runtime of
c2 (2f + 1)D log D + c3 f D. Note the runtime of generating the
binary codes is again independent of the number of bits L.
In the experiments, we fix the time needed to generate the binary
codes for linear methods (full matrix) and circulant hashing methods.
This means that we set the number of bits of the linear methods to
L = c2 (2f + 1) log D. Following the experiments of [8], we set
the constant c2 = 1.66. Note that for practical values of D, c3 f D is
much smaller than the other term and that is why we ignore it.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We use the following datasets in our experiments: (1) CIFAR-10 [19]
contains 60 000 images. We consider 58 000/2 000 images as the
training/test set. We extract D = 4 096 VGG network [20] features,
which are the output of the last fully connected layer of the VGG
network. (2) ImageNet [21] dataset contains 1 000 000 images. We
randomly select 500 000 images as the training set and 2 000 images
as the test set. We represent each image by 4 096 dimensional VGG
features (the same as CIFAR10 dataset).
Following the experiments of [8], the ground-truth set for each
image consists of the first 10 nearest neighbors of the image in the
original high-dimensional space. The retrieved set for each image
consists of its k nearest neighbors in the Hamming space.
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the more standard SVM formulation is that the first term (inverse of
the margin) is defined over the first D elements of the weight vector
w = [w; b], not over all the elements.
To summarize, we start with L classification problems as given
in eq. 3, each of them defined over N training points, but which are
coupled through the circulant weight matrix W = circ (w). We
convert this classification problem into one maximum margin classification problem over the vector w, with an enlarged dataset of N L
points and labels (eq. (5)). The new points are L different permutations of the original points X and the labels are the columns of the
code matrix Z.
Advantages of our circulant SVM over the optimization in the
frequency domain. CBE [8] minimizes the L classification problems of eq. (3) in the frequency domain. The main disadvantage of
the CBE is that it always needs a binary matrix of size N × D: each
point has to have L = D labels. For L < D, CBE adds D − L labels of zero to all the points to make the code vector D-dimensional.
This means that CBE returns suboptimal solutions for L < D. If
L ≪ D, the number of zeros in the labels becomes much more than
the original labels, and the results become much worse.
Our proposed method always returns the optimal solution, even
for the case of L < D. It formulates the classification problem
as a maximum margin classification, which is a convex quadratic
program. There are libraries available that solve SVM problems for
a large number of points in a few seconds. Our experiments confirm
that our circulant SVM always performs better than CBE.
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Fig. 1. Average classification accuracy of circulant SVM (circsvm)
and CBE [8] on CIFAR and ImageNet datasets. First column: we fix
the number of circulant matrices f = 1 and change number of bits
L. Second column: we fix the number of bits L = 500 and increase
the number of circulant matrices f .
We make data points zero mean before learning the classifiers or
hash functions. We train the SVM classifier using the VLFeat [22]
library, which uses stochastic gradient descent in the optimization.
This gives us the opportunity to load a subset of data points in the
memory and update the model based on them. We set the parameter λ of this library to 0.01 and the number of epochs to 10. Our
circulant SVM takes around 5 minutes to solve L = 500 classification problems, each defined over N = 5 000 points. Note that we
convert the problem to one SVM problem with 2.5 × 106 points.
4.1. Our circulant SVM improves the classification accuracy
We compare our proposed method (circsvm) and CBE [8] by reporting the average classification accuracy of L classification problems
in eq. (3). We select a random subset of 5 000 points from the CIFAR10 and ImageNet datasets as the input X. We give X as the
input to Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [16] and consider the output of
ITQ as the binary matrix Z. Then, given X and Z as the input and
the labels, we train a classifier with the circulant weights using our
proposed method and CBE [8]. The objective function of CBE has
an orthogonality term in addition to the classification term of eq. (3).
To make the objectives of circulant SVMs and CBE the same, we set
the weight of the orthogonality term (λ) to 0.
We show the results in fig. 1. In the first column of fig 1, we
use 1 filter and change the number of bits from 10 to 1 000 and report the classification accuracy. We can see that circsvm performs
better than CBE, specially for smaller number of bits. The reason is
that circsvm finds the optimal solution (for any value of L), but CBE
finds suboptimal solutions for L < D. As we increase the number
of bits, the classification accuracy of methods decreases. The reason
is that for larger L, the classification problem becomes more difficult, and the classifier needs more free parameters to solve it, but the
number of free parameters of the methods is fixed to D.
In the second column of fig. 1, we fix the number of bits to 500,
change the number of filters of CBE and circsvm, and report the average classification accuracy. Increasing the number of filters means
that the classifier has more parameters and one would expect this to
translate into a better precision. In fact, this happens for circsvm
but not for CBE. The classification accuracy of circsvm improves
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Fig. 2. We compare circsvm with CBE [8] by reporting the recall
in the nearest neighbor search. First column: we fix the number
of circulant matrices to 1 and change the number of bits. Second
column: we fix the number of bits to 500 and increase the number of
circulant matrices. Retrieved set: k = 100 nearest neighbors of the
query.
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Fig. 3. Comparing circsvm with different hashing methods. We fix
the time needed to generate the binary codes for different methods,
which means the methods using linear hash functions use fewer bits
than CBE and circsvm. Specifically, for linear hash functions L =
60 bits and for CBE and circsvm L ∈ {200, 500, 1 000} bits.
4.3. Comparison with other hashing methods

significantly as we increase the number of filters. The classification
accuracy of CBE improves a little bit, and then stops improving. The
reason is that as we increase the number of filters, each circulant matrix will be trained on a smaller set of bits (in the extreme case with
f = 500 filters, each circulant matrix is trained on 1 bit). Since CBE
always needs D bits, it adds a massive number of zeros to the bits,
which results in finding poor classifiers.
4.2. Better classification leads to better hashing results
In fig. 1, we trained the hash functions of circsvm and CBE and
reported the classification accuracy. Now, we use those functions in
the hashing setting to report the recall of the methods in fig. 2. In the
first column of fig. 2, we increase the number of bits and report the
recall. The recall of circsvm is always above the recall of CBE, for
different values of bits. This is consistent with what we have seen
in the classification results of fig. 1. Also note that even when the
classification accuracy goes down as we increase the number of bits
in fig. 1, the recall in fig. 2 increases. The reason is that increasing
the number of bits in unsupervised hashing leads to better hashing
results, as long as diversity between the hash functions exists.
The second column of fig. 2 shows the recall as we increase
the number of filters. The recall of the circsvm always increases in
this figure, because increasing the number of filters leads to a huge
improvement in the classification results of circsvm (see fig. 1). This
again shows that a better classification leads to better hashing results.
Note the improvement of circsvm in the classification setting is more
than in the hashing setting. The reason is that even using 1 filter,
circsvm learns a reasonably good hash function.
For CBE, the recall goes down massively as we increase the
number of filters. The reason is the same as the one explained in the
classification setting. Increasing the number of filters means learning
circulant functions on smaller number of bits. CBE adds a massive
number of zeros to the labels, which makes the inputs and labels of
different hash functions very similar to each other. In this case, the
L hash functions can end up being very similar to each other, which
leads to losing diversity among them. As investigated in [23], lack
of diversity in the set of hash functions leads to poor retrieval results.
We can see that this happens for CBE in fig. 2.

We compare our proposed method circsvm with several unsupervised hashing methods: Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [16], Spectral
Hashing (SH) [14], Circulant Binary Embedding (CBE) [8], Binary
Autoencoder (BA) [6], Spherical Hashing (SPH) [24], Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [13], and thresholded rotated PCA (PCAR).
Fig. 3 shows the results. We set the codes of circsvm and CBE to
the output of ITQ. In this figure, we fix the number of filters f = 1
for circulant hashing methods (circsvm and CBE). Following [8],
we use a random subset of 5 000 points for training different methods. We fix the computational time needed to generate the binary
codes for different methods. Based on the discussion of sec. 3.3, the
number of bits of methods using circulant hash functions can be any
number less than D, and the number of bits of methods using linear
hash functions should be L = 60. For circsvm and CBE, we report
results using 200, 500 and 1 000 bits.
In almost all cases, the methods using circulant hash functions
outperform those using linear ones. circsvm always beats CBE and
the other methods in both datasets. This is more clear when we use
smaller number of bits (e.g. L = 200). As we increase the number
of bits, CBE and circsvm become very similar, while circsvm is still
a little better. Note that achieving better results using smaller number
of bits is important in binary hashing because smaller number of bits
can lead to faster retrieval results.
5. CONCLUSION
Using a circulant matrix as the weight matrix of a hash function
makes the computation of the binary codes very fast, O(D log D)
for D-dimensional inputs. This is very helpful in binary hashing,
where the goal is fast image search. We showed that a previous
method that learns the circulant matrix by optimizing in the frequency domain is suboptimal and its results become the more inaccurate the smaller the number of desired bits L is in the hash function.
We also proposed to learn the circulant matrix in the original domain, by formulating the L classification problems using a circulant
matrix as one maximum margin classification problem. This leads
to a convex quadratic program whose optimal solution can be found
efficiently for any desired number of bits L. This in turn gives better
results in the retrieval task.
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